Let X be the germ of a complex-or real-analytic manifold M at a point xo ʦ M, or the henselian germ of an algebraic manifold M over a field k of characteristic zero at a point xo ʦ M(k), D ʲ X a divisor. Under some assumptions on D and its singularities we give a description of the structure, the singularities, and the divisor class group of all finite normal coverings of X ramified over D.
Introduction and Notation

L
et k be a field of characteristic zero.
1.1. In this paper, unless it is explicitly stated otherwise, A will be a local noetherian k-algebra of one of the following two types:
1.1.
is the henselization of a smooth finitely generated k-algebra B of finite type over k with respect to a maximal ideal m of B.
1.1.2. A ϭ k{T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } is the algebra of convergent power series over a field k, where k ϭ C the field of complex or k ϭ R the field of real numbers.
In the algebraic case of 1.1.1, denote X ϭ Spec A, and in the analytic case of 1.1.2, denote X ϭ Specan A, the analytic spectrum of A (see ref. 1, Ch. 2, and sections 3.3 and 2.1 below). Denote by x o the closed point of X in the k-algebraic case and the center of the germ X in the k-analytic case. We shall call such an X k-henselian or k-analytic germ, respectively, and shall refer to these cases as the local k-algebraic henselian and the local k-analytic cases, respectively.
1.1.3. Let g : X 3 gl(n) be a k-analytic or k-polynomial morphism in the same category. We shall call such a g a k-analytic or k-algebraic matrix valued function.
We say that the matrix valued function g is pointwise diagonalizable over k if g(x) is a matrix diagonalizable over the residue field k(x) of x, for all x in X(k ), where k is the algebraic closure of k.
1.1.4. We say that x o is a turning or a transition point for a matrix function g, if some eigenvalues e i 1 , e i 2 , . . . , e i m of g change their multiplicities in X. We say that a turning point x o is unramified if all the eigenvalues e i (x) of g(x) are regular functions in X in the same category, as functions of the parameter x, i.e. they are analytic or polynomial functions of the parameter x in X in the analytic or algebraic cases, respectively. Otherwise, we shall say that the turning point x o is ramified. In this case, some of the eigenvalues e i j changing their multiplicities in X are the branches of one or several ramified analytic functions.
1.2. We say that a pointwise diagonalizable matrix function g is locally diagonalizable or admits a local diagonalization in a neighborhood of x o , if there exists an invertible matrix valued function u : X 3 GL(n) in the same category as X and g, such that the following equality holds:
where t(x) is a diagonal matrix function. The existence of a local diagonalization of a matrix-function g when dimX Ն 1 is a classical problem that frequently arises and plays an important role in many areas and contexts in mathematics and physics, including nearly all the main branches of differential equations, perturbation theory, gauge theories, etc. See refs. 2-7 and sections 4 and 5 of this paper and literature quoted there for further discussions of these links.
It is well known (see for example, ref. 4, section 2) that the main difficulties presents a diagonalization in a neighborhood of a turning point x o . In ref. 4 this problem was studied in the case when dim X Ն 1 and the turning point x o is unramified. Under this assumption and some additional assumptions on g(x), it was shown in ref. 4 that a diagonalization exists on each stratum of a certain stratification of the germ X. However, the ramification of the eigenvalues e j is a very common feature when dim X Ն 2. For this reason, the assumption of the regularity of the eigenvalues is too restrictive for many important questions and potential applications. The situation here is the opposite to that encountered in the classical one-parameter real-analytic Perturbation theory of Hermitian matrices and operators, where the problem of ramification did not arise, because of a theorem of F. Rellich that established its absence on the real line (2, 3, 5) .
Thus, assume now that the eigenvalues of g do ramify on a divisor D ʚ X, as functions of the (multi-)parameter x ʦ X and x o ʦ D is a ramified turning point. In this case it is known that a regular diagonalizing family u for g satisfying Eq. 1 above may not exist on X, in general. Furthermore, in section 4.6 below we give an example of g for which a diagonalizing morphism u does not exist on U ϭ X Ϫ D and even on any finite etale covering of U.
One of the main purposes of this paper is to prove the existence of a diagonalizing morphism u c : U c 3 GL(n) for g over a suitable finite etale cover a c : U c 3 U under some restrictions on g (Theorem 3.5). This is the first positive result on the local diagonalization in a neighborhood of a ramified turning point when dim X Ն 2, to our knowledge. In the analytic case, this gives, among other things, an extension in a refined form of the classical Perturbation Theory onto the multi-parameter ramified case, not-necessarily-Hermitian matrices, and in some other directions. Indeed, these results give the triviality of the eigenbundles of g over U c , rather than just the existence of analytic projections onto them, as the classical analytic constructions of the Perturbation Theory do, and the first property is by far stronger and more delicate than the second in the multi-parameter case, as Example 4.6 shows.
1. , and it provides a much greater flexibility in applications than this Lemma. In particular, using this extension, we construct under some quite general assumptions on g and its eigenvalues an irreducible reduced factorial germ X c and a finite ramified cover a c : X c 3 X, such that all the (ramified) eigenvalues e j of g give rise to functions e c, j on X c that are well defined everywhere and are regular in the corresponding category (section 3). These nice properties of X c allow us to define on X c the eigensheaves E c, j of g corresponding to the ''regularized'' eigenvalues e c, j , for all j, and to show that the restrictions of E c, j onto U c ϭ X c Ϫ D c are trivial bundles, for all j, where D c ϭ a c Ϫ1 (D). The last facts imply the results mentioned in section 1.2 (Theorem 3.5) and they have many other applications. Applications to the stable triviality of the eigenbundles (including the kernel bundles) of g on U and vanishing of their Chern classes are given in sections 4 and 5. It seems these are the first general results on properties of the eigenbundles in a neighborhood of a ramified turning point. Many explicit calculations of the local Chern classes and holonomies of the eigenbundles in some special low-dimensional (dim X Յ 3) cases can be found in the literature on the geometric (Berry) phases, quantum Hall effect, and anomalies (see refs. 6 and 7, and literature quoted there). The algebra-geometric methods of this paper are significantly different from those used in the previous works on these questions and they give more precise and complete results under much broader assumptions (e.g., for dim X Ն 4), where the differential-geometric methods of the previous works (the Chern-Weil theory, etc.) are inapplicable in principle (see section 4.7).
The results of sections 4 and 5 can be extended onto ramified eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenbundles of analytic families of differential operators. The eigenbundles, their Chern classes, and other properties for families of differential operators arising in various branches of geometry and physics (Laplac, Dirac, and Schroedinger operators, etc.) have geometrical or physical interpretations and carry information important for these fields.
Construction and Properties of a Class of Finite Ramified Coverings 2.1. Complex-Analytic
Varieties Defined over R. For our purposes it will be convenient to use systematically in the analytic category analogues of the concepts of complex algebraic varieties defined over the real field R and their morphisms defined over R, which have become standard in algebraic geometry since A. Weil and A. Grothendieck. They are defined as follows.
We say that an analytic function f : U 3 C on an open subset U ʚ C n is defined over R, or simply is R-analytic if in suitable systems of coordinates in U and C its Taylor series expansion has only real coefficients. We say that a complex-analytic variety Y (or a complex-analytic germ Y) is defined over R if there exists a collection of local charts (U i , i ʦ I) covering Y, where each U i is analytically isomorphic to an open subset of C n , such that the set of equations (f i, j , j ʦ J i ) defining Y പ U i in U i and the functions u i, j gluing the charts U i can be chosen R-analytic. For a simplicity we shall call such a Y an R-analytic variety or R-analytic germ, respectively.
For R-analytic variety Y we can consider the set Y(R) of its real points-i.e., real solutions of the local equations f i, j , as well as the set Y(C) of its complex points. R-analytic morphisms f : Y 3 Z between R-analytic varieties Y and Z are defined using R-analytic functions in the obvious way.
For each real-analytic local R-algebra B we can consider R-analytic germ Y, the set of complex points of which is Y(C) ϭ Specan(B R R C) ʚ C n (see ref. 1, Ch. 2, section 3). We shall denote this R-analytic germ Y by the symbol Specan B and shall refer to it as an R-analytic germ corresponding to B.
As in algebraic geometry, all the standard geometric notions and properties concerning R-analytic varieties Y, Z . . . and their morphisms f : Y 3 Z (for example, the dimension, the codimension, the finiteness, or the surjectivity of morphisms, etc.) will be defined as they usually are defined for the complex varieties of their C-points Y(C), Z(C) . . . and their analytic morphisms, rather than for their sets of real points Y(R), Z(R) only. and r Y :ϭ ͟ iϭ1 s r i the total ramification index of a. Because X is a nonsingular germ, the divisor 
(1) If X ϭ Specan A is a nonsingular complex-analytic germ as in 1.1.2, then
Proof: The second statement of (1) (1) follows then from the exact sequence of homotopy groups of the Milnor fibration of f i , which was constructed in ref. 13 . Both statements of (2) follows from those of (1) An outline of the Proof: Assume first that k ϭ C. In the both cases (algebraic henselian over C case and the complex-analytic case) it follows from PROPOSITION 2.7 that In the analytic case, denote by W the double dual
.2, respectively. Let Y be a normal irreducible k-germ, a : Y 3 X a finite Galois ramified k-covering of X in the same category as X, and let the objects A Y , D, D i , etc. be defined for this covering as in section 2.2. Assume, in addition, that condition (SD 2 ) for the ramification divisor D is satisfied and that the extension Y͞X induces an isomorphism k 3 ϳ k Y of the residue fields. (1) If d Y ϭ deg(Y͞X) ϭ r Y , then (1i) Y coincides with Spec AЈ Y in the henselian k-algebraic case and with Specan AЈ Y in the k-analytic case, where
AЈ Y ϭ A͓f 1 1/r1 , . . . , f s 1/rs ͔
and it is a complete intersection, germ, finite flat over X in the both k-algebraic and k-analytic cases; (1ii) the singular locus Sin(Y) of Y is contained in the inverse image N(D) Y ϭ a
Ϫ1 (N(D)) in Y under a of the non-normal crossing subgerm N(D) of D. (2) If d Y ϭ deg(Y͞X) Ͻ r Y , then there exists a normal irreducible reduced k-germ Y c and a finite Galois abelian purely ramified
The description of the (Weil) divisor class groups given in ref. 17 shows that V is in the image of the natural homomorphism Cl(Y c ) 3 Cl(U c ). This implies (ii).
A Construction of a Local Diagonal Form and of a Perturbation Theory in the Case of Ramified Eigenvalues
Let A and X be as in section 1. eigenvalues of g, which are not zero identically on X, vanish at x o . We say that x o is a ramified turning or transition point for Ker g if some of the nonzero eigenvalues vanishing at x o ramify at x o as the functions of x.
In this paper we consider only the case when x o is a ramified transition point for Ker g. In the unramifed case a description of the local structure of Ker g under some natural assumptions on g follows easily from the results of ref. 4 
